Did you know that transportation generates over 44% of UMBC’s carbon footprint? The largest contributors to these greenhouse gas emissions were commuters to and from campus. UMBC has provided our community with more sustainable options that are directly available to you!

**RIDE UMBC TRANSIT SHUTTLES**
- Try UMBC’s free shuttle system for easy access to train stations, satellite parking, BWI airport, Catonsville, and Arbutus
- The newly upgraded low-emission fleet with easy-load bike racks and solar powered bus shelters makes UMBC transit more sustainable than ever!

**TRY PUBLIC TRANSIT**
- Save $25 on monthly fares with MTA college pass, available through OCSS
- Bus: CityLink Yellow (YW) & Purple (PR), LocalLink 37, 76 & 77 connect UMBC with surrounding area
- Train: the MARC commuter train connects the Baltimore and DC area
- Light rail & Metro connects Baltimore County & City

**CARPOOL TOGETHER**
- ZimRide is a free UMBC sponsored program to help you match up with carpools
- By carpooling daily, you may qualify for a preferred parking space in lot 4
- Employees can qualify for a discounted parking pass through the Employee Carpool Program

**CHARGE AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE**
- There are 12 charging stations at UMBC (10 in the Walker Avenue Garage & 2 in the Stadium Parking Lot)
- Free of charge for the UMBC Community as a whole

**BIKE TO CAMPUS**
- Bike racks, bike lockers, and even bike racks on UMBC Transit makes cycling seamless on campus & off
- Catonsville Rails to Trails, Google Maps, & Baltimore County offer local bike maps
- Retrieverfleet is a short term bike share program at the RAC, which is free to all with an UMBC ID